
ACCESSORIES
Maxview offer a vast range of accessories designed to complement our range of satellite and

 aerial products. These include cable entry covers, mounting options, signal finding and 
signal boosting equipment, as well as a large range of cable and connectivity products. 
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Fixed Height
96cm.

The Satellite Tripod offers a robust and reliable platform 
on which to mount a portable manual satellite dish 
system. 

The Deluxe Satellite Tripod offers a robust and reliable 
platform on which to mount a portable manual satellite dish 
system with the added functionality of height adjustment.

Features 

 �    Compatible with most satellite dishes
 �    Pre-assembled for easy set up
 �    Wide footprint for maximum stability
 �    Folds together for compact storage 

 

Features 

 �    Compatible with most satellite dishes
 �    Pre-assembled for easy set up
 �    Wide footprint for maximum stability
 �    Folds together for compact storage 

Specifications 
 
Materials:  Powdercoated aluminium legs and UV moulded  
    plastic housing
Dish Size:   Up to 85cm
Mount Mast Outer  
Diameter:   34mm 
Product Weight: 1.4kg
Product Dimensions: Open H: 96 x W: 100 x D: 102cm

Please note: This product is not compatible with the Precision   
range of Portable Satellite Systems.

Specifications 
 
Materials:  Powder coated aluminium legs and UV moulded  
    plastic housing
Dish Size:   Up to 85cm
Mount Mast Outer 
Diameter:   34mm
Product Weight: 2.0kg
Product Dimensions: Open H: 120-170 x W: 128 x D: 130cm

Please note: This product is not compatible with the Precision   
range of Portable Satellite Systems.

B2519N - Satellite TripodB2535 - Deluxe Satellite Tripod

Adjustable Upper Mast
Height adjustment from 120 to 
170cm, allowing the user to clear 
obstacles impacting on clear line of 
sight to the satellite.

Rotation Lock
Locks dish Azimuth 
angle during use. 

Rotation Mast
Provides smooth 360° 
dish rotation for easy 
Azimuth search.

 

Storage Bag
Improves transportation and 
protects against damage 
when not in use.

Quick Release Clamp
For secure and effortless locking.

Level Indicator
Indicates whether the tripod 
is on level ground: A factor    
     influencing the required angle 
              of the elevation.

 �    Lightweight yet stable 
     aluminium construction

 �    Designed in the UK
 �    1 year guarantee
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Rotation Lock
Locks dish Azimuth 
angle during use. 

Quick Release Clamp
For secure and effortless locking.

Level Indicator
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is on level ground: A factor 
     influencing the required angle 
            of the elevation.

Rotation Mast
Provides smooth 360° 
dish rotation for easy 
Azimuth search.
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